
Response from Friends of Leeds Kirkgate Market to the Executive Board Report 22nd June
following a deputation of traders to the Full Council 21 April 2010.

The traders’ deputation to Full Council called for the appointment of a new Markets manager,
reductions to rents and car parking charges, and reinvestment in the market.

Friends of Leeds Kirkgate market is a group of customers and traders with more than 300
registered supporters. We have launched a petition supporting the traders’ demands raised at full
council in April that has already collected thousands of signatures, demonstrating a real public
concern for these issues and for the future of the market.

We regret that the Report from the Director of City Development presented to the new Labour
administration today rejects almost all of these demands and dismisses their importance to traders
and the public. We feel that many of the assertions made are inaccurate and inconsistent with
information we have obtained through discussions with traders and council officers.

We outline our response to the main issues in the report as they are numbered and explain why we
believe Executive Members should reject it.

3.1 Recruitment of Market Manager
We welcome the transfer of market services to Economic Development from Asset Management
but our understanding is that a new post was not created when Chris Sanderson left in December
2009. Instead for the past six months the market manager’s post has been temporarily filled by the
deputy markets manager.

3.2 Rent Reduction
Unaffordable rents – compounded by service charges and business rates – are the single most
important reason cited by market traders who are leaving the market or struggling to survive. The
Executive Board report rejects the call for rent reductions but despite the seriousness of the matter,
offers no real argument or evidence in support.

3.2.1. “On 9 December 2009 the Executive Board carefully considered a request to reduce rents
at Kirkgate.” This statement neither reflects the official minutes of this meeting or the account of
one of our members who was present. Instead the discussion blamed the recession, not high rents.
However the decline of Leeds Kirkgate Market and the issue of rents have a much longer history
than this recent recession.

The report asserts that a rent reduction would not make a significant difference to the overall
success of the Market, stating that a 25% rent reduction would only amount to £14 a week saving.
These figures contrast markedly with traders’ own quoted savings of between £500 and £800
a month if a 25% reduction was to take place (Yorkshire Evening Post, 6/11/2009).[1] Such
reductions would allow existing traders to reduce prices to customers and increase trade, and/or
remain viable, as well as attract new traders and ease the transition for new traders from reduced
to full rents.
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3.2.4 asserts that a rent comparison with other markets has been conducted. This contradicts the
information given by senior council officers to members of the Friends group on 21 May that no
such comparison would be undertaken because of the difficulty of comparing Leeds with other
markets. Given the importance of this matter we would have expected a fuller description beyond
a passing reference to rents in Nottingham.

We are surprised and somewhat perturbed by reference to the main conclusion of the independent
rents reviews in 2002 and 2005 that Leeds Kirkgate Market rents should be higher than other
Markets because of its significantly larger size and its location within a vibrant retail centre. We
would expect such facts to lead to the opposite conclusion.

3.2.5 refers to different rent reductions schemes both for new and existing traders. For example,
the 90% reduction on additional stalls is supposedly aimed at reducing empty units – at the
moment only 18 traders occupy a unit on a 10% rent rate. It is worth noting that service charge
and business rates are still paid at full cost so it is mainly addressed at those (few) traders already
doing well who can afford to expand. We are concerned that the rationale of these incentives is
more about quickly filling empty units rather than attracting long term traders as part of a long
term strategy for the market which does not exist. We believe that this has contributed to relatively
high turnover of traders with extra cost for council and traders of re-letting and refitting units for
different trades, as well as from the negative image generated.

3.2.7 We welcome an independent rent review but believe that this review must allow for
consultation with Market Traders. An independent rent review should consider the effectiveness
of existing incentives in attracting and retaining tenants and evaluate whether the “costs” of
lowering rents are outweighed by the “benefits” of having less empty stalls and more footfall.

3.3 Car parking charges
The reduced Wednesday afternoon parking charge for customers is a positive initiative and we
would like the Council to consider extending it to other days or introducing free parking for
Market customers spending more than a set amount e.g. £10. We would have also expected more
detailed information about the comparative research at Bradford and Leeds as this is such an
important issue for traders and customers.

3.4 Immediate investment
3.4.1 There was substantial investment in the Market after the proposed MAB development fell
through in the late 1980s, which was partly covered by Norwich Union in exchange for a long
lease on what are called the Market Buildings outside. According to fficial figures released under
Freedom of Information, £1,337,923 has been invested in the Market since 2000. This appears to
be low when we consider that it is equivalent to the financial surplus generated by the Market in
any one year for at least the past two decades.

3.4.2. The agreed £125,000 “additional funding” for 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 is of course very
welcome but it merely continues the average capital spend per year in the past 10 years – in



other words, we question how “additional” it is. Moreover, six months after this funding was
announced, it is unclear what it is going to be spent on and more detail would have been welcome.

[1] ‘Businesses will fail’, Yorkshire Evening Post , 6 November 2009
http://www.yorkshireeveningpost.co.uk/news/Leeds-Kirkgate-Market-Businesses-
will.5801477.jp
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